How can math anxiety be managed?
How does math help you order securely online?

Can one person know it all? What are common myths?

How long does it take to solve a problem?
What are prime numbers and why are they so important?

Why is similar to ?

Through the Eyes of the Mathematician

November 12, 2015

7:00 p.m., Mesa Verde Methodist Church,
1701 Baker St, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Please RSVP to Bob Ooten at 714-545-9613

This program is designed for everyone including those who love math and those who don’t. No pop quizzes or tests will be given. (We might sing a little.) Bernie Russo, Ph.D., and Cheryl Ooten, Ph.D., will share what they find exciting about math including myths about math learning, an overview of the wide spectrum of math, intriguing centennial problems, and fun math stories.

Retired from Santa Ana College mathematics department, Cheryl specializes in mathematics education and lowering math anxiety. Retired from UCI where he was a founding faculty member of the mathematics department, Bernie continues as an active mathematics researcher in the field of analysis. Both actively present their research and experience to students at all levels as well as their peers at local and national math conferences. In their spare time, they play the piano.

Walk the Red Carpet to new views of math!